
    

                                               

Connect’s Parent/Carer Survey: How are you doing? 
 
This is an Appendix to the statistical summary of our parent/carer survey which asked parents/carers 
how they are managing during the COVID-19 outbreak and the school/nursery closures.  The Appendix 
reflects verbatim parents’ comments and experiences. 
 
Parents have made their voices heard and we have included them here in full.  It is so important to read 
what parents are saying and to respond: we ask that these parents’ perspectives are factored in as 
government, local authorities, schools/nurseries and teachers/early years practitioners make their plans 
for after the Easter break.  

 
Question 3:  If you have concerns or worries, please describe them (215 responses) 
  

 Concerned maybe not up to same speed as other kids 
 Keeping him motivated to do fitness and homework without having to moan and shout  
 Finding it really hard to work from home and offer my sons the attention and support they would normally 

get in school 
 Trying to keep a routine to the day. Balancing working with helping son to do homework. How long the 

lockdown will continue. Annoyance at some people not adhering to government guidance. Lack of vitamin d 
if not getting out enough. Not enough exercise 

 No worries at the moment 
 Constantly having to split my time between equally as urgent work or children 
 Them returning to school too early  
 Child had been very emotional and breath-holding has started again. As well as a re start in toileting issues  
 Now in the holidays, it's very hard to motivate my older child to do anything that isn't watching TV or other 

screen time. Any suggestion of a more engaging, creative or simply other activity is rejected, which causes 
tensions. I worry about the impact of so much screen time but also don't want to enforce harsh limits. I can't 
supervise activities due to working almost full time  

 That he's getting too much screen time because I have to work 
 What is going to happen? Will my child move onto P2 in August or redo P1. I think they should redo this year 

as 5 months out of school is a joke and home schooling doesn’t work  
 Lack of consistency with classes and information  
 I am worried about how much of their education they are missing out on 
 My child is taught 1:1 in a base at mainstream school due to being autistic. I am finding it difficult to do any 

school work at home 
 I'm concerned about having to work full time from home and find time to help my children with their work 
 I have no worries or concerns 
 I’m letting my child down with their learning 
 It's so difficult to carry on working full time (at home) while supporting home learning  
 Struggling with my primary 1 as he still can’t hold a pencil or write 
 No concerns  
 That my child is not continuing her learning or practicing her social skills 



 Yep, I'm a single mum, working full time...half time office set up at home, rest time out on frontline. My child 
is suffering as I don’t have the time to sit down & educate him. I'm also concerned about long term mental 
impact this has on him 

 That the disparity in attainment already present between those with supportive educated families and those 
without will only be exacerbated. That while I am currently unemployed I can give my children the attention 
they need and deserve but if I am lucky to get another job (I need to earn), I will be working from home and 
struggle to meet their needs and those of an employer 

 School work  
 No contact with P2 teacher at all. One grid of activities and 2 online sign ons are all we have. Very poor  
 None  
 I have an only child so social isolation very difficult for him. Also waiting for an appeal for place in high school 

and no idea if that will be dealt with. This uncertainty is increasing his anxiety 
 I'm worried about my child not doing her school work and falling behind. I am working at home and trying to 

help her too. I have elderly parents in sheltered housing too. My husband passed away 19 months ago - I 
suffer bad anxiety as it is. This whole situation is not helping 

 My young person has additional support needs and has a place in a resource base within a mainstream 
school  

 Finances, food, clothes  
 Son is scared to go out  
 Finding the time to do the educational tasks when both my husband and I are working from home full time 
 None 
 Worried about husband finding work and also keeping children going if this continues in the long term 
 Too much time indoors, no fresh air, poor food, not a lot to do  
 Missing other kids. Missing out on getting ready for school. Language delay. Anxiety  
 Lack of routine. More learning  
 Main concern would be the detrimental impact of lack of education at this time 
 No concerns  
 My son (S5) has very little to do since Highers were cancelled and coursework can't be 

completed/submitted. He is completely lacking in motivation and asking what is the point in doing any work 
now. Daughter (S2) is getting on fine with online work but it's not very intense and when not doing that, she 
spends much time on her phone. We are busy trying to work from home so can't spend lots of time 
encouraging them to do other activities! 

 Child in P1 worried about lost learning…friendships, (as only child) development  
 None  
 None  
 Worried that after Easter teachers will send out work teaching new concepts - my son has additional needs 

and I don’t think he would cope very well. He gets frustrated with us as it is because we do things differently 
from his teachers 

 I have now realised how far behind she really is before this  
 I don't have a teaching degree & unsure if we are teaching her what's been set correctly/using the correct 

methods  
 Boredom  
 I am worried that after the Easter Break teachers may try to teach new concepts to my child, I feel that no 

new things should be taught at this time 
 How will my child be affected when this is all over? 
 Concentration span seems to be lacking. Handwriting skills are very poor  
 How to encourage my child to keep engaged in learning for school subjects  
 Sometimes the technology we are working with doesn't work, sometimes our two primary age children seem 

to have a lot to complete in one day. Expectations are that we will do a lot at home. On one occasion a 
teacher from our secondary age child's school called us to ask why she hadn't submitted a piece of work yet, 
which apart from not being the case, seemed a bit over the top when we were in this situation 

 None  
 Keeping all safe. Fair exams. Keeping kids engaged with their learning 
 Worries about Covid-19 
 Obviously I want us all to be safe and alive but worried about what my child is missing at school and will it 

impact her when she moves up a class. Will she struggle with the level of work? Also she is finding it difficult 
as she enjoys school and is missing it. Missing having to use her brain and already finding the work sent 



home a bit boring as she can easily do it. Worried that if this situation last another couple of months she is 
going to be so bored and desperate for more challenging activities  

 Overly much work allocated in remote-learning 
 Amount of homework set during coronavirus break  
 Predicted grades for Nat 5s. Lack of motivation - none of submitted work being used by SQA (including entire 

Nat 5 PE course) which is demotivating and no clarity as to subjects/ timetable for S5 
 We need to the SQA to ensure that they do NOT rank students within classes for grade awards PLUS we need 

extra support at our school as NO account has been taken of our circumstances at all - we were given 
extensions due to the fire and then we had Covid-19! We need our voices heard. Our poor kids - if you think 
Covid-19 is bad for attainment, add up to 69% teaching time lost for many weeks 

 Transition to high school. Proper P7 leavers’ event to mark the end of an important chapter of their life. 
Whilst the work coming home is great and can be managed independently from the school website, I feel 
the children are missing some contact with the class teacher for connection and support. Hoping that 
Microsoft Teams may be introduced after Easter break 

 Not concerned at present but will be as we face many more weeks of lockdown and school closures. My 
concern would be my ability (whilst trying to work full time) to make sure my son's learning stays on track. 
We are managing just 2 learning activities per day but also trying to do baking and other life skill type tasks 

 We have ample communication from teachers, with clear tasks that are suitable for my child to do without 
much if any parental input. They are also varied so that there is not a lot of screen time 

 Nat 5 exam results - fairness  
 Missing out on school work. Needing structure for the school days at home next term 
 None 
 Trying to motivate him to do school work. He has autism and it makes it so hard for him because home is not 

school. Better to just worry about mental health and trying to make the world easier to understand...choice 
of happier healthier kid or depressed unhappy kid with a bit more school knowledge... 

 That my son will fall behind with the teaching he is receiving from myself  
 None  
 Worried there is not enough social interaction between my son and friends  
 Inconsistency from Higher teachers about expected work  
 Missing development socially  
 Money worries and how long will this situation go on  
 Young person unable to engage with online learning  
 Practical work is almost impossible. Keeping one of them focused on the taste in hand is difficult when the 

sixth year student alternates between total meltdown and hysteria, and a lassitude that I cannot shift as the 
bottom has fallen out of his world 

 My son was to sit for his Highers, he always gets his best results in main exams, his class performance is not 
strong either, in Nat 5s he got all As. But his teachers were expecting B or C for him and he got As. Same 
again. Worry about my son as his teachers again expecting B or C for him. Not fair at all as he always shines 
at peak 

 Thinking the children will need significant support settling back into school routine/ adjusting socially after 
so much time spent just with the close family unit 

 My daughter in S1 is getting a bit overwhelmed and anxious by the amount of work she is being given and is 
worried that the teachers will be cross at her if it doesn't get done. My two older sons in S4 and S5 are 
worried that they won't get the SQA grades they need and were hoping to achieve 

 Too much homework causing stress 
 My daughter is in P7 and I worry she is going to miss a major part of her learning if school is off for the last 

term 
 My son has additional support needs. He is autistic, and other additional needs. We have had no contact 

with the school since 20 March - they haven’t called once to ask if we need further support 
 Our daughter has ASD so is struggling with anxiety. We are trying to do some school work with her but she is 

now a long way behind  
 Lack of consistent information  
 Social contact  
 Lack of social contact with friends. Too much time on screens  
 It is difficult to get our children self-motivated and focussed on their school work during the day, particularly 

when we’re also working ourselves. They think this is a long holiday!!  
 No  



 Lack of motivation. Body clock out of sync. Poor appetite  
 His school had a big fire in November. He missed teaching time and had to travel an hour each day to 

another school. He has the potential to do very well in his Highers but didn’t do that well in his prelims. He 
now can’t sit his exams and none of his coursework is to be graded. His whole future is at stake and based on 
subjective assessment by his teachers 

 General lack of motivation for son who is meant be sitting Nat 5s. Low mood. Missing friends/girlfriend 
 Worried that online learning is just not the same as face to face learning 
 Feedback from teachers  
 From the school: lack of clear guidance, no remote teaching at all. Expecting pupils to self teach and follow 

their normal timetable. SQA: that the methodology used to award grades this year will be detrimental to 
pupils with diverse needs. My son: lack of purpose. I hear a lot of ‘what’s the point?’ at the moment  

 How long this will go on? 
 My child has learning support needs which haven’t been fully assessed yet and no idea what’s going to 

happen about that  
 She's quite depressed and not motivated to do any schoolwork. She is awaiting assessment of learning 

support needs for 3 years nearly 
 My son is in P7. He is autistic and had started an enhanced transition to high school which has obviously now 

stopped 
 Reduced capacity for learning with parents both working full time 
 If I am home schooling them correctly. A P7 child. Also what their transition will look like for high school 
 Lack of social contact and escalating behavioural issues resulting from juggling attention with homeworking  
 Completed Higher course work not being considered apparently by SQA. School setting tasks online to 

collect evidence for grading. My child has dyslexia & suspected ADD. This way of working does not suit them. 
They are very stressed with work and general covid stress and being a young carer. If anything happens to 
parents, they will be responsible for sibling with learning disability. A lot for a young person to carry on their 
shoulders 

 I don't feel like the children are getting enough work to do  
 Concerned that I am able to provide the level of education required through this prolonged period away 

from school  
 None so far  
 Just the worries everyone has, one of us getting ill, or the grandparents getting ill. If the supply chain fails 

what will we do. Trying to help the children feel safe and keep up their education. Getting enough exercise. 
Working from home. Potential social and economic fallout post-virus 

 Son has medical issue we were in middle of investigations for and this has all stopped but he is still in pain 
which makes school work difficult  

 Just a little uncertainty to know how long schools will be closed, but understand no one has that answer at 
the moment 

 I would like more in depth activities to do  
 We have been very well supported by the school to help us implement a positive home learning experience. 

Staff are available throughout the day and very responsive to questions and posts. My concerns lie around 
transitioning my child back into school after what could be a very long break. I fully trust the staff to support 
this in any way they can; my child’s anxiety may make this tricky but they will do all that he needs to ensure 
it’s as smooth as possible 

 Worried about the psychological effects of social isolation  
 No  
 I do not have particular concerns or worries about education specifically, although I am sure that is in part 

because neither of my sons are in critical school years in terms of exams 
 Unable to get child (teen) to engage with me/his learning  
 Doing school work at home - don’t know where to begin and have been unable to encourage child to do this  
 How can I be assured that my daughter is awarded the result she would have done if she had taken her final 

SQA exams? We are told that prelim marks ‘aren't used for anything other than exam practice’ but now they 
are being used as part of teachers' assessment of pupils' final marks this year. They are also being asked to 
complete closed book exams at home. I am proud of my daughter for complying with this rule but she could 
have cheated and been awarded a far better mark. How many of her peers would have done this? This is not 
a fair system. The appeals system is going to be overloaded this year!!  

 Not being sure if it’s ok to take the kids out without being shamed about it. Not enough support as a family 
with an autistic child  



 Concerned about exam results and future opportunities 
 That my daughter doesn’t go behind in her work due to being off 
 It has been difficult trying to juggle the needs of my three children (from age 3-8). Two are at primary school 

and one is at nursery. The primary age children have tasks set by the school (a learning grid) to do but each 
child needs individual attention and help to complete each task so it takes a long time to get through 
everything and I need to be careful to factor time in for my youngest child so that I can play and read with 
her and give her the attention she needs too. My husband is also working from home and we don’t have a 
great internet connection so it can sometimes be difficult to get online to complete school tasks 

 So hard to keep the kids connected with friends and teachers. School doing fab but absolutely swamped by 
info from a million sources. It's really, really hard to educate your child in these circumstances  

 Both myself and husband working full time at home, limited time to help with schooling for my child  
 I am concerned that my son, in S5, is now in limbo. I am concerned that there is no meaningful engagement 

from the school providing learning tasks and guidance to maintain his learning. I am concerned that the 
coursework he has spent time and effort on this year, and has submitted, is being disregarded in his 
assessment of grades. I am concerned that this period will damage the momentum of his education 

 Lack of socialisation, loneliness. Being unable to offer educational support  
 None  
 None  
 He's not coping well. Tears and tantrums which we never usually get 
 None  
 My teen is refusing to leave the house as they are scared they will die  
 Child is unwilling to do the work, so we have a lot of conflict. I am really worried about him falling behind. I 

struggle to know how to work through subjects consistently and when using the computer websites it is so 
easy to look through to get an appropriate level of work to do that 2 hours can pass looking for work to do 
and you actually haven't done any work 

 Making sure children are where they need to be by end of academic year ie are they meeting the targets for 
end of primary 2 etc?  

 My daughter's ability to self-discipline - nothing new, she's 15!  
 Not really sure the work set in the virtual classrooms is beneficial 
 Can’t motivate my child to do school work at home  
 Struggling to find a routine and home school two children. Different ages so learning material different for 

each of them. Youngest being assessed for ADHA and autism so struggling to manage the impact of a 
complete change of routine. Home environment and equipment stretched especially if I need to work from 
home 

 Disruption to education for the foreseeable future  
 Worried my child isn’t doing enough  
 My S1 will have gaps in his education. My S4 has lost interest due to lack of exams to focus on 3. My 

husband and I are still working full time from home and are not teachers so finding it difficult to motivate 
our 2 teenagers. They are normally such hard working pupils  

 Microsoft Teams seems to be the only option. My daughter refuses school normally due to extreme social 
anxiety, so refuses to engage or post on Teams for the same reason she doesn't go to school - scared of 
being seen and judged by others in real life or online. I have had contact with Nurture Base staff at school 
but no other teachers as all contact done through Teams 

 Social isolation, not being able to mix with other children - she is a very sociable girl, so this is a massive gap 
in her life 

 The uncertainty of how long this situation will last 
 I am worried he is missing out on proper education, that my home-schooling is far from perfect. I am also 

worried that being isolated from his friends is not good for him 
 National 5 exam assessments by teachers and what specific evidence they will collect 
 That teachers will be under pressure to produce results when children return to school and not enough time 

will be spent on the transition back  
 I am running a tourism business from home - trying to find a way for it to survive. My day is 8am-8pm 

meetings with lawyers, bankers and directors. I am finding it really challenging to offer my S1 son any 
support in his learning and feeling hugely guilty about this 

 My son is overwhelmed by amount of work being sent by teachers through MS Teams. Too much 
distraction/noise on Teams from peers 



 I have been ill with covid and my children need full supervision, therefore have done no schooling in over 2 
weeks  

 Some subjects haven't given my daughters any work and they are worried they are missing out  
 Trying to keep the children stimulated enough. Am I doing a good enough job? Worries like this 
 Lack of structure 
 Worried if I am following the same structures/method as school. Feeling stressed about money, food,  bills. 

Time spent on sorting out where to get money to pay bills rent etc. My daughter is only child so lack of 
contact/fun with other kids. Trying to stay positive. Love exercising every day 

 Don't have any worry for now about my kids, because they are studying good at home, although it's not the 
same as in the school 

 Minimal work being set for the S4s. Teachers seem to think that as they were supposed to be revising for 
exams then that's what the kids should be doing. In reality the teenagers are in mourning as their end point 
has been taken away. There is no structure for them. Lack of support from the school is disgraceful 

 We have felt overwhelmed by the volume of messages on different platforms. School is currently using 
Glow, Twitter, Facebook, Showbie, Microsoft Teams, Diagnostic Questions as well as booklets on the website 
for certain subjects. It has been hard to navigate it all. It would be helpful if there was more consistency in 
what is used to give work 

 That there will be feedback on work 
 Regarding school exams, we hope that teachers give realistic and appropriate estimates grades for Higher 

exams  
 Unsure they are completing all required work 
 Transitions - currently P7. School are being very supportive, amazing in fact, but it’s still a worry 
 Little contact between teachers and pupils. No contact between teachers and parents. Teachers appear to 

be just loading assignments onto Google Classroom and leaving the kids to self teach. No interaction via 
video at all 

 My son is severely dyslexic so getting him to anything is a challenge  
 Generally trying to keep well and sane. Ensuring supply of food and household essentials - for ourselves and 

for my elderly parents. Son recently diagnosed with unrelated chronic illness 
 How long this is likely to go on is worry  
 When he returns to school, how far behind will he be in school work and how far he needs to catch up?  
 I have no motivation and my child is in holiday mode. When I log into my kids accounts on Microsoft 365 I 

am overwhelmed as I am not a computer user. My kids are not studious and need loads of 
encouragement/motivation to even start to look at school work, and I feel that I am failing them every single 
day. I feel in a state of panic and don't know how to prioritise anything now that our routines are shattered 

 Yes I’m working full time as front line keyworker. Also single parent so nobody else at home. This causes 
huge stress with home schooling. So no home schooling is being done at the moment as I am working 12 
hour days. My daughter is in 4th year high school and was supposed to be sitting Nat 5s . Now she has very 
little motivation to work at all. I know she is doing some school work but I don’t know if she is doing enough. 
The level and content of the work is above me so I can’t sit with her and support her as I’m at work. She has 
worked hard to get good grades in her prelims, but now she is doing very little and this will have an impact 
on her Highers for next year. I feel she is going to fall way behind with her work 

 None  
 Anxiety about the future, money worries  
 A bit worried that we might be missing specific bits of work that my child should be doing  
 No worries at the moment  
 Impact of cancelled Highers. Lack of discussion around subject choices for S6  
 My son did not get to sit his Higher exams, he does not know what to do he is worried about his predicted 

grade, he did not do well in his prelims but has been working very hard so he does not want the prelim 
results to be included in the grading  

 My child has been off quite a lot due to her health; she does what work the school has set but it isn’t very 
much. I feel the kids may lack education going into 3rd year 

 Concern over the true grades being assigned for final year students who are relying on the grades for 
university 

 Not any  
 I'm struggling with school work  
 No 
 No concerns  



 How do I know he is doing enough work?  
 How to help with the social rather than academic aspect of school closures? 
 None  
 None  
 No exams! All that had work for what?  
 No classes being set by the school for my son on Google Classroom 
 Worried about the lack of structured education during these months and also the lack of social contact,  

especially for teenagers  
 There's been no verbal contact with my child from the school. Online contact just isn't the same 
 The first two weeks we were worried about accessing Glow and Google Classroom. Secondary school had 

this set up before the closure so was very effective, however primary school had lots of issues and parent 
user guide was needed. This has all been put in place and we were able to access Glow yesterday and begin 
to work through the work added there which will support us going forward 

 The main concern is lack of social contact, but there is nothing to be done about that just now. We do keep 
up with friends using the computer but when the children return to school I'd like to see the staff given 
support on helping the children reintegrate into that setting 

 Anxiety in the kids  
 Can’t use the free school meal vouchers while in isolation due to weakened immune systems and asthma 
 I have no time to help my daughter with her schoolwork as I have a younger child at home all the time now 

too. My younger child is 2 and will only tolerate activities that involve sitting at a desk/table for brief periods. 
In addition I am a full time Masters student and my husband works full time in a stressful job. We are now all 
at home and I am constantly worried about the academic work I have no time to do while trying to look after 
children. My husband earns a salary and his work therefore takes priority. When he is working I have no 
space to work. The University are being particularly unhelpful and I am not in a good place mentally 

 None 
 N/A 
 Not able to keep up with their learning needs whilst trying to work remotely 
 Lack of peer competition - difficult to see if my child is grasping something that is easy or not grasping 

something that all children are struggling with. The isolation makes the comparison difficult. Using virtual 
classrooms - Zoom etc would let the kids know how they slot in 

 My son was due to leave his special school and transition to college, which will be now very challenging to 
arrange 

 Lack of learning from class mates. Home schooling has become a social media competition. I am working 
from home and I cannot fully school 2 children while being expected to work and work in virtual meetings is 
even harder. I am single parent and think there has been a lack of understanding from general public about 
one parent households and the strain of being the only adult to work and school and shop and exercise and 
shop without children. It’s exhausting. If I hear one more time how hard 2 parent households are finding 
their kids again, I might scream 

 Worried how long this will last and what effects it will have on my child future education and mental health  
 I am concerned that my son is missing his last term at primary school and if he will be ready for high school. I 

am also concerned that he won’t get any transition 
 SQA examinations - too many unanswered questions and no formal communication of process and 

timescales. Different schools in different authorities doing different testing before 20/3 finish. England have 
offered exams in September, what about Scotland?  

 That my child is missing out on a proper education 
 Anxiety. Lack of socialising. Lack of continuity, loss of skills and learning. Time needed to catch up  
 Only concern is my child’s friendships. I do understand that they cannot physically play with one another but 

I feel she is too young to fully benefit from online things 
 Child has become difficult when asked to do school work 
 Cabin fever 
 None 
 How SQA is going to decide how to award Highers  
 Was concerned that we were doing enough at home but communicated with the class teacher today and 

have been reassured. Concerned that I do not have the skill level or curriculum knowledge to teach properly 
 Eldest is in S4 and he is still concerned about his exams and what will happen if his teachers don’t give him 

the grades he needs  
 Both my daughters not getting a full education  



 My main concern is my son isn't getting enough time outside or any contact at all with other children 
 Having the skills to home school. Having the time to home school (trying to work too - both parents). An 

overwhelming amount of links received from school, friends, family, social media hasn’t always helped...  
 Hub school provision does not support learning needs of children. Parents being used as surrogate teachers 

is unrealistic 
 None 

 
Question 4:  Where are you getting information and advice to support your family and 
your child? (33 responses in addition to tick box options) 
 

 Support workers, social worker, ASL tutor  

 The school is sending work direct to the children and we gave had some general letters from 
the headteacher but otherwise very little 

 Books  
 Parent council 

 My work 

 Some email conversations with the school’s additional needs department, pastoral and autism outreach 

 Nothing available on this topic of learning support 

 Don't want advice 

 My line manager - who is excellent 

 Using books, games and art equipment we had in the house. 
 I can’t seem to find info to support child at senior level in school 

 Connect 

 GLOW 

 Teacher from higher school emails 

 I am an early years practitioner 

 School website 

 My children are receiving information from their teachers but as parents we aren’t aware of what homework 
is being set 

 Ed psych 

 Woodcraft Folk 

 I have had little contact directly from the school 

 I’m a teacher in another authority 

 I am a secondary teacher 

 My son’s teacher made up a learning pack 

 I am not, I am relying on my daughter to do this as i am at work 

 Own knowledge/experience 

 Girlguiding and Scouting 

 Parent council 

 Peeple Mid (Peep Leaders Facebook) 

 Gaelic kids' content on YouTube, ourselves, conversations on zoom, Skype, and WhatsApp, books at home. 

 EIS emails (I’m also a teacher) 

 Mindroom Advocacy 

 I buy books 
 Glow and Google classroom 

 
 

Question 5: Do you have the information and advice you need? Please explain what you 
need (67 comments) 
  

 Think it’s more personal than that as it depends on each kid’s willingness to participate  

 It's an advice overload. Lots of pictures of creative parents with clearly more time to do amazing things, 
makes me feel I'm not good enough (though I know better!) 

  Home schooling is not practical  

 I don’t have the skills or knowledge on how to engage an autistic child in learning 

 Not really sure what depth we should be going into on learning topics 



 Need information on what things to do with my P1 to teach him to hold a pencil 

 Yes, but I don’t have enough time 

 More information on the appropriate maths extension topics would be helpful 

 At a very basic level  

 Supporting a young person with additional support needs 

 Nothing is making it easier he’s even more anxious 

 I could do with advice on how to motivate my S5 son (what can/should he be doing just now 
with no exams to revise for?) and tips on activities for kids if schoolwork only takes about 1-2 hours of a 
day!?!) 

 Because he is in secondary school everything is sent to him through Glow using Teams. We 
can’t get on at the best of times and as a result he has missed deadlines for work. The high 
school sent out messages to parents telling us our children need to do the work putting even 
more pressure on what is already a stressful time! 

 What should my child be doing towards her school education 

 Clarity over how Seniors’ grades are to be made up 
 No clarity on plans for current S4 

 More help with how this generation can get support for attainment in exams- allow grade inflations to make 
up for lossin work experience, career days, learning to drive, Duke of Edinburgh excursions etc - give them 
the grades so the personal statement isn’t going to decide their future 

 Some contact for my child with the class teacher would be beneficial as it feels very remote 

 Don't stress about schoolwork, health mental and physical are more important 

 SQA, school specific teachers not cohesive, and not reassuring 

 Information to support young person that has additional needs and how to support their learning 

 Really clear expectations about how much work the children should be doing at home just now 

 Don't know what I don’t know 
 I am concerned about how the transition back to school will be handled. 

 How to keep a teenager motivated to complete school work. She is fine just now but I worry about the 
weeks ahead 

 I don’t know how my son’s Highers will be graded 

 I need the support services we'd been referred to previously to get in touch 

 I need to know when ed psych can continue their work by phone or online 

 Transition to high school arrangements 

 P7 transition 

 Practical juggling advice and scheduling. The focus has been on schooling, not how to manage everything 

 Medical advice difficult to get from hospital 
 How to engage and support teenager studying at Higher Level with ASD 

 I am still not clear on the system being used to estimate my daughter's final marks in her exams. What is 
going to happen when she begins 6th year in the first week of June if the schools have not returned? One of 
her courses requires her to complete 200 hours of a practical placement but this cannot happen if 
placements have not been made etc. Will the SQA exams in 2020 also be cancelled because pupils will not 
have had the chance to complete their courses? Will consideration be given to going back to school at the 
beginning of July to allow schools and pupils to catch-up on the learning they have already missed? 

 If anything, have too much 

 How and when results will be issued. How and when next year’s courses will be effectively commenced; 
remotely or otherwise 

 More focused advice, only some teachers have posted work. 

 My son is in 2nd year and has chosen subjects for 3rd year but no idea if or when communication on which 
subjects he will be studying next year. 

 I’m finding the information a bit confusing 

 Support for my youngest. 

 I'm finding it quite overwhelming. It's a challenge getting my daughter to engage at all. I'm pretty sure she is 
autistic although no formal diagnosis yet. One to one support would work much better for her but her 
Nurture Base teacher is not allowed to do that. 

 More advice from nursery on self-led activities for my wee girl. I have to work from home 4 days a week, so 
am limited as to the time I can get involved in activities with her. 



 I think once the SQA puts out very clear guidance on assessment of exams, the school will let us know. At the 
moment it is quite ‘grey’ and we are unsure what specific evidence is being collected, e.g. class assessment, 
class jotter work, oral lessons, homework, prelims (ensuring that 3 months progression is taken into 
consideration). 

 We are struggling to help our son manage his workloads or where to find support. 
 Lack of clear guidance from school/LEA as to how they are planning to progress children's education. 

 I do have information…but so hard to make direct contact with government groups. 

 Mental health support for teenagers who have had all their work and their end point stopped. 

 It would be helpful to have some sort of guidance for parents on how to support my child and information 
about all the methods of communication 

 Should my child start new learning for Advanced Highers 

 More visibility and structure around what they are meant to be learning each week. 

 What work my National 5 stage child is supposed to be doing, as obviously most of the year's work had been 
completed already and she would have been using the next few months for revision/exams 

 I need less! Too much information from too many places makes me feel like I am failing 
 I'm conscious that this is going to take time for teachers to work through, and to adjust to the new normal. 

I'm therefore not concerned really at the moment, but would like something more akin to a sort of timetable 
- if possible - after the Easter holidays. 

 I don’t feel that the school has been very supportive 

 What I and everyone else needs, no one can give , yet. 

 No plan of what schoolwork will be happening after Easter holidays. 

 Yes I have many sources of advice. The issue is having time and space to use it. 

 Will there be new learning this year that we're responsible to ensure our children learn? 

 Many organisations seem to be struggling to work out how to support without face to face contact available 

 Too much from every angle 
 Hardly any work for S5 child but plenty for S1 

 Long term advice about affects on my child’s learning during summer term if there is no return to teaching at 
school and transition to high school as my children are in P7 

 I feel I do at this early stage. As things progress that may change but the excellent support offered so far 
does not leave me concerned about what is to come 

 My daughter has SEN. There is little info about appropriately differentiated tasks 

 I'm interested in how his learning and development could be affected by the lack of nursery activity and 
social interaction 

 I have SO much information 

 Learning map for the children whilst they are at home 
 

Question 6:  What do you think about about your child’s learning whilst they are at 

home? (113 Comments) 

 He just isn’t interested  

 The school teachers have been very supportive, saying they're providing work to give us a 
choice but our eldest son devours it and struggles now it's the holidays 

 My kids are dipping in and out of Sumdog and the work from school in TEAMS but we aren’t 
being too regimented about it all 

 We’re not being 100% focused in school work. We are maintaining some kind of routine. Been doing classes 
via Zoom, looks of other learning through online learning and printable 
sheets and been doing some building work outside 

 I feel strongly that during the holidays I shouldn't give schoolwork but give other learning 
opportunities that are child led. My children are much less proactive than they'd usually be so what normally 
works, isn't working so well now. So I think if teachers (with the authority they have) set some tasks, not 
necessarily curriculum linked, it would help me in this particular situation of lockdown 

 My child is only in primary 1, I think the one on one time with me has seen improvements I 
haven’t seen in months at school 

 My issue is the time. Not the resources. If I didn't have to work I'd feel confident. But I can't do baking and 
gardening with him when I'm working 7 1/2 hours a day and keeping on top of housework etc 



 I am a teacher so have the skills to do my children's learning but not the time due to working full time from 
home (or trying my best to) 

 We are completing the things sent from school but they are time fillers and not supporting her learning 

 Informal learning and the additional activities I find to supplement the set work are easy enough while I am 
not working but will likely be lost when I get a job 

 He has no motivation to do schoolwork and it is very difficult to engage him. He is in P7 so questions what is 
the point as won’t be going back anyway 

 My child receives tuition from a specialist ASL tutor. Whilst I am willing and keen to provide 
tuition for my child, the tuition provided by his ASL teacher is essential plus I’m working full time so doing 
class work with an already anxious child is hard  

 These are all very aggressive options. I believe my child does learn from the things we do at 
home, I am doing my best to help and I am concerned about not being able to give enough time to my 
children to help them with their education 

 My main concern is the lack of social development  

 My child's teacher has provided ample academic activities which we are mixing with practical skills around 
the house such as baking and tidying. We are also playing board games and completing puzzles as a family. 
In addition the children are having fun practicing their musical instruments, creating videos and setting 
exercise circuits in the garden or in the house 

 A bit of all these but certainly not easy to oversee learning when juggling an intense job as well 

 Both my husband and I are key workers. Son is being looked after by older high school sibling 

 Teachers need to back off and remember parents are trying to work from home too!  

 Coping ok but can't replace a teacher 

 We are doing activities such as baking, painting, drawing etc as well as the school work sent home 

 My child is pretty much self-sufficient 
 Constantly changing advice from school re info required for SQA. Still not clear if work is to be submitted for 

some classes 

 Seniors at our high school are having to learn the course for themselves and be tested online - so stressful 

 My child is able to independently complete the work set with minimal parental assistance, it is timetable by 
school and follows the school day. This has been helpful and we add in additional elements that we want to 
do at home 

 My child is fine, as are many who won't fill in this survey. We are in a pandemic and schooling surely takes a 
bit of a back seat until we see a light at the end of this long dark tunnel 

 Don’t really understand the question 

 Not sure what they should be doing. It would be good to get guidance from the teachers, especially as this is 
the start of an exam year for my child 

 School has great set up and daughter now works independently 

 Secondary education, fortunate enough to have very motivated children, however my children have already 
coped with school fire, and chaos. Now they really struggle with motivation, particularly child in higher year, 
with teachers and sea giving different advice and instruction. And as parents still trying to hold down jobs/ 
contain our now anxieties/ cope with everything else, this inconsistency, and lack of clarity is no help what 
so ever 

 I need more non screen options with limited resources and space 

 Young person will not complete any school based activities at home 

 I’m trying to do a bit of literacy a couple of times a day (eg 15/20 mins) and some numeracy (1/2 activities) 
each day, and making sure bedtime stories are quality time and include phonics. Finding it becomes stressful 
for everyone trying to do anymore with a 3 year old around too. We’re having fun outside or doing 
art/play/reading books together the rest of the time. Kids seem happy with this 

 Child is almost following normal timetable...good work being given and done and getting feedback 

 I think that now the children need a break, not more work to do over the holiday. I am more worried about 
them spending too much time on screens and missing their friends. They generally seem to engage well with 
the work set by their teachers and don't need any intervention by me 

 I am concerned because my son is in P6, and learning at 1st level. However the learning grid we were sent 
home is for 2nd level so I have had to source information myself. I am concerned about his learning because 
he will be in primary 7 soon. But I also think we need a balance to maintain and support his mental health 

 Senior secondary pupils need more clarity around SQA requirements 

 I am trying my best but I also have a full time job to do 



 I cannot get my child to get involved with school work 

 My child is getting a lot of extra assessment to do with no idea if this is impacting on his final higher grades 

 It’s unrealistic and potentially damaging to families to expect normal teaching will happen at school 

 School is giving lots of activities 

 I can’t help with her learning support needs because I'm not a speech therapist or OT 
 For a child with learning difficulties that haven't been properly assessed, it’s impossible, I can teach but I'm 

not a psychologist 

 Trying to juggle working full-time from home and 'supervising' a reluctant learner is tricky 

 I think some home learning is improving, however not sure if it’s all relevant and how much we are doing is 
worthwhile. I am trying to concentrate on the life skills and getting them ready for high school 

 We’re doing ok. My daughter has dyslexia so is benefiting from one to one time - using methods that suit her 
better. So far, so good. My problem is scheduling as I am working full time from home and it’s difficult to 
balance my job with schooling. So the time pressure is stressful to me but not the teaching aspect. I’m 
enjoying that 

 The school has been great giving us activities to start with, phone calls and Glow access. Think we are doing 
well but it's hard to balance 2 adults working from home and home school 

 Feel like he has a lot of work to get through, no ‘video’ teaching being used and know for maths he received 
the questions and their answers together - not sure how they are then tracking how pupils have grasped the 
concept they are working on 

 Happy to do bits of home schooling, things school have given are straightforward, but also happy for extra 
time playing, watching TV or just hanging out 

 He is learning so much through everyday activities like baking etc. However the home learning pack and 
online support has been amazing; offering us a huge variety of ideas that we can dip in and out of with 
absolutely no pressure to complete a set amount. The emphasis has been on the well-being of our kids, and 
families as a whole 

 My child is S4 and is completing N5 assignments posted by his teachers. He mostly works independently but 
occasionally asks us for help with revision 

 My child’s work seems to all be revision. Maybe teachers could record a lesson (webinar) a week in maths 
and English? 

 S3/4 child is well organised and keeps school hours with enough work set. S5 child hoping to leave school 
and do a course at Dumfries College and has heard nothing from them since the day they closed when he 
was en route to them for his course interview - what should be his next moves? 

 I have felt slightly overwhelmed by the volume of suggestions and ideas that are posted across social media. 
Many of them are brilliant but it can lead to a sense of 'don't know where to begin'. I very strongly feel that I 
am not 'home schooling' - that is a choice for which you prepare and get trained. I am facilitating my children 
doing the school work that is available to them in a time of crisis 

 I am finding the situation very stressful and unable to encourage my child to engage in learning 

 The situation is stressful and feel under pressure but lost     

 The SQA really need to be setting up a set of responses to FAQs that all parents must have but if the schools 
are not receiving the guidance that they require, there will be a range of different approaches developed. 
Some may be sufficient to ensure continuity of attainment and some will not. I'd like the Education 
Authorities to develop a set of FAQs to suit different scenarios, as they clearly cannot tell the future, but 
they could develop answers to general questions that parents will have from all stages of the educational 
journey and share these with schools to help them through this period 

 As my son is autistic, I am struggling to get him to entertain the idea of school work at home. He continues 
to do his 'chores' which includes looking after his own space, he has planted some flowers but other than 
that we are very limited with what he can and cannot do. And the level of school work provided on the 
school website is too difficult for him or he doesn’t go to the classes so none of it makes sense 

 Worried as daughter saying she’s doing homework but not sure if she’s doing it right or it’s enough as high 
school so different.  I’m not a teacher - I’ve just got to trust her and said it’s important that you keep it up as 
she is going in to fourth year 

 Most of my child’s learning is happening through play at this stage as she is at ante preschool nursery level. I 
read with her and she has taken more of an interest in drawing and colouring but she is not yet writing 

 We still have to work and therefore can’t dedicate our day to teaching 

 My child is a self-starter and very curious. She has a great deal of support from the school and her teachers; 
including extension tasks in all subjects as she’s in the top set for all subjects 

 He's pushing against it. I need ideas so he doesn't realise he's learning (like baking) 



 My son has extra external maths tuition which is now carried out through zoom which has worked well - 
can't teachers do this? 

 I reiterate that I’m not particularly sure of the benefit of the work assigned so far via the virtual classrooms 

 I have ADHD and so do my kids (kids as yet undiagnosed), which makes home schooling very difficult 

 The school is offering a lot of support to parents without being too pushy about setting work 
 We are extremely busy with work pressures 

 I'm pleased that the school are providing a range of work for my child. 

 Home-schooling can never replace the social and educational wealth he gets from school, teachers and 
friends 

 My child would have been on self study after Easter anyway, so she will continue with past papers. The high 
school has been good at keeping in touch 

 Quite chilled about it all 

 Formal education at home is not possible on any comparable scale to school. I am aware of home education 
but that is delivered by parents who have spent time developing their pedagogy and curriculum - which will 
include many external inputs. We need to focus on our children’s wellbeing 

 This is going to be seriously detrimental to High School pupils, especially those sitting exams next year when 
they will be expected to sit exams but will have had a serious loss of education this year 

 I'm trying to help them individually; 2 boys aiming for 2 hours daily means 4 hours. I need to test to get well 
enough to go back to school 

 My kids would like a bit more school work, I'm a key worker so can't always be here to help them 

 I'm hoping that once Easter break is complete, the school put in place a loose structure for us/kids to follow. 
We have to work from home for 8 hrs a day and we can't keep stopping to supervise kids. It would be helpful 
if they also knew what was expected of them going forward. At the moment they don't 

 My child’s school work gives structure and routine to our day...a reason to get up on time. Try to do school 
work take a break so I can do my work. Then back to ‘school’. Doing fun and academic things works well. My 
child needs a lot of attention and help with work so she cannot just get on with it herself 

 My children are studying from the school website, but it's not the same as studying in the school 

 They are doing no learning as the school isn't sending anything. 15 year olds are not equipped to self-study 
as is being suggested by the school. I am trying to help and motivate where I can but I am working full time 

 We have tried not to put pressure on the children and to pace ourselves although I think it is helpful for the 
children to do some activities each day. It has been very time consuming trying to make sense of it all and 
what is expected of us 

 The high school is providing all the work that my S2 son requires. He is very busy. He video calls a friend each 
day to do maths 

 It’s unrealistic to expect parents who are working from home to also be teaching all the high school subjects 
at the same time, particularly where there is more than one secondary aged child in the family. There needs 
to be more active teaching from teachers during this time rather than just homework-type assignments. 
Could lessons be video-ed and then shared with the children? 

 Difficult to work from home and keep two fairly reluctant learners interested in school work 

 I have left my child's schoolwork completely up to her as I don't feel parents should be required to teach a 
National 5 age child. I assumed I wasn't required to have any input, but your survey is implying I should? 

 I’m doing the learning pack he got from his teacher. I’ve also printed off maths sheets etc of websites 

 As I said, I think we need to be realistic about this. We're not home schooling as such and everyone needs a 
break. This is a very difficult situation to deal with, and we're dealing with worry over health and liberty, 
about work and about our children's experiences and education. That said, I would like to see something a 
bit more like a limited timetable from schools after the Easter holidays, and subject to staff  being well 
enough to do that, etc. 

 We are new to UK status refugees and I don't have a laptop to start with, only my phone and it’s not working 
well 

 He doesn’t know what to do as he is S5 and obviously worried 

 My S1 child was posted 13 pieces of schoolwork yesterday. And that is not unusual. There is too much and 
therefore we are ignoring all of it. They are simply deciding what they want to do themselves, much of it via 
Guiding and Scouting badges and sometimes through online courses provided by Open University. School 
stuff is way too much 

 I worry that she has too much and is putting pressure on herself to do it all 



 I cannot motivate my children to get out of bed. Now we have both parents working from home full time, it 
is difficult to find the time to help the children. As a member of a secondary Parent Council, I am busier than 
ever, forwarding information on a daily basis 

 She is doing some work and I'm happy with that 

 Any higher level, it is between teachers and pupils. Parents can offer little unless they have a skill in a 
particular area 

 I'm trying to be flexible about how/when my child does school work; to let her take responsibility yet to 
encourage her to work at her pace and as long as it's handed in on time. Her 'school day' is definitely shorter 
than normal because she can get through the work more quickly than in school ie no moving from one 
classroom to another, no waiting until the whole class is ready to start or for the teacher to deal with other 
things/ re-explain a new piece of learning. I think my child could get used to that, if it weren't for the social 
aspect of being in school and seeing other pupils 

 Feel very supported from schools to have work, able to support children in learning but it is challenging 
juggling with working at home, sometimes stressful but we are managing 

 We had a week of isolation before the schools closed so I'm thankful for the materials from school as I had to 
piece it together myself before then. Generally, we are happy with the school materials and feel the volume 
is about right 

 My child’s teacher gives her a PowerPoint each day which gives her a mixture of tasks to complete (maths, 
literacy, art, health and wellbeing, PE and mindfulness). It is well balanced and isn’t asking too much from 
her but keeps her focused for part of each day. 

 The school have done an amazing job of setting up remote learning in such a short space of time. It's a great 
tool and I really appreciate having a starting point to try and support our son's learning 

 And if I’m honest, she has admitted she learns more with me than at school 

 I feel like I have to choose between ignoring my work or ignoring my children and their learning. We don't 
have a stay at home parent and are both trying to maintain working full time and our children's learning and 
happiness during a very odd time 

 I don't feel the information from school has been very helpful 

 I think the amount of work from the school is unhelpful. Full day of lesson plans and links each day. Every 
minute is accounted for. This will lead to an education divide of those who have parents who can and those 
who have parents who work 

 Two kids at different year groups so very different concerns - S1 & 5 

 I am training to be a teacher and not having to work from home, I am finding it a struggle with two school 
age children, I had to buy a second laptop and a printer - both have benefitted as well 

 The teachers are great when I message them to discuss why he hasn’t submitted work. There is no pressure 
from the school,  just from myself 

 We are trying to blend school activities with general activities that aid learning 

 My child has work to complete from school 

 I am trying my best to help but even though I am a teacher (in a different sector) I am finding it difficult to 
cope 

 I know he lives in an extremely nurturing environment. We read a lot, he plays, he creates, we garden, we 
limit screen time, but I'm also aware that the activities I can put on for him in my 2 bed flat with one open 
plan kitchen living (and now office) space are extremely limited compared to the things he gets to do all day 
long at nursery 3 days a week. We don't have a garden and I'm uncomfortable taking him to the park now. 
His outdoor play is limited to walks around local streets and the cycle path. That is concerning 

 I have turned one room into a school room in the house to help the children to focus 
 

Q7 If you are getting information or tasks for your child’s learning, where is this coming 

from? (40 comments in addition to the tick box options) 

 Very little from school and very repetitive. No chance to feedback completed activities to school  and online 
resources are geared towards mainstream children who do not have additional support needs. The ASL tutor 
is providing some work tailored to my sons 
specific learning, however, online learning does not work for him. Face to face teaching with 
someone who specifically understands my child is essential 

 Following my children’s interests  



 Via the seesaw app  

 The info on tasks goes directly to the kids  

 Books  

 Links online shared by teacher  

 My child has been asked by the school to check with individual teachers on GLOW 

 My child was due to sit Highers. There’s not much for him to do on an ongoing basis 

 Glow and SMHW 

 Using my parental savvy I will do tasks that I wouldn't normally do like paint, paint, garden, walk, play games. 
Other parents I hope are doing the same as above all we are their first educator 

 Teenage interpretation of their messages from staff.  SQA/news information. Probably too many sources of 
information, rather than one source.  Really class teacher should be source, but it is not clear whether class 
teachers are being given sufficient credence, as XXX have their views, school management have their 
opinion, and council seem to have their opinion, and in case of exams SQA have their opinion, all written in 
council speak which does not add to clarity 

 My kids have the Ipads from school so their education comes through that 

 The school sent out a learning grid for week 1, and another for week 2  

 My child is getting the information but I have no idea what that is 

 Show my homework and Microsoft teams 

 She can’t learn online due to short attention and short term memory problems 
 I find some other activities for my kids to do. 

 Signposted to BBC Bitesize etc but no guided help or support 

 Very little information from school. Just suggesting BBC Bitesize. No guided information/help 

 Some teachers are getting in touch individually through GLOW and some are not. We are completing all 
tasks assigned but worry that some subjects are not been covered at all 

 Email from school 

 We have been getting information sent out on school Facebook and going onto websites to download and 
play educational games 

 I am relying on the children to advise on information being made available from the school 

 Google classroom 
 I am not getting very much information sent to me directly, most info for parents seems to be on Twitter. I'm 

trying to work through the messages on my child's Glow account and help them to get organised 

 I am making up my own plan as I don't want my child using websites all day 

 School is sending links 

 Girlguiding and Scouts have lots of information which is fun learning. We had tonnes of stuff fired at us from 
school but we are ignoring it. It's too much. And setting deadlines for things is not helpful 

 We are not getting many tasks and I am not sure they are being completed/followed up. As the exams are 
cancelled, my daughter in S4 sees no point in carrying on until S5 starts. It’s like school just finished early 

 I'm a teacher so I have resources/ideas to offer 

 PE with Joe;  Peeple Mid 
 YouTube Gaelic kids content 

 Getting stuff on school blog but isn’t at correct levels so I’m setting my own work 

 The information from school is not very useful to be honest 

 Football club 

 My child’s teacher is amazing 

 Husband is a secondary teacher so he has been using resources 

 Google classroom Glow etc 

 Glow 

 

Question 12: What information or equipment do you need? (69 comments in addition to 

tick box options)  
 Children only learn if they are engaged - trying to get him to want to do it is the problem  

 I would have liked to have had an extra laptop or lpads  

 Something that empowers my child to be more proactive and look after herself better. I need time to spend 
with my children 



 Ideas for things that aren't YouTube videos etc. Not more screen time  

 No pressure on what we need to do. Both my husband and I are key workers so it’s hard 

 enough trying to work without the home schooling 

 The struggle of trying to support kids while working at home  

 Maths  

 Some specific advice for my child from her teacher  

 Need stuff that will strengthen my child's motor skills in his hands  

 A guide of what she should be looking at for subjects such as science 

 Much more information on extension activities that don't rely on computers/tablets 

 My son has additional support needs and needs face to face learning with a skilled educator 

 Getting my child more interested in homeworking  

 Language delay and social skills  

 Preparing for Advanced Higher work  

 Struggling to keep on task. Always struggle with homework as it is 

 We have major issues accessing online resources through the day  

 I'd like to feel confident that my child will be spending a part of each day (Mon-Fri) doing 

 school-directed learning after the holidays 

 Confirmation of S5 subjects. Specific learning plan. I'd like to feel confident that my child will be spending a 
part of each day (Mon-Fri) doing school-directed learning after the holidays 

 My child hasn’t spoken to any teachers; it’s very isolating 

 My child is reluctant to do anything that hasn’t come from school, wants to do the minimum and is very 
resentful of my assistance. I feel more personal or group contact from school would be beneficial 

 Mental wellbeing - am genuinely worried about isolation/ inclusion etc, and feel this is all amplified by the 
fact that we had a fire at the end of November, and 2+ months of chaos thereafter, for S3 child this has been 
annus horribilis, for S5 child this has just been one stress after another 

 Work related to subjects rather than just general info 

 They are studying subjects I didn't take, and know little about. One is heading into fourth year and the other 
finishing sixth 

 Would be nice to have some communications from the school 

 Some of the work provided requires us to have things we don't have at home, eg colouring pens - it's not 
exactly easy to get these at the moment 

 He has specific learning disorder, so he needs more in-depth learning plans sent home. Even if we did this for 
an hour, I can manage to keep him active for the rest of the day. I would have thought he would have been 
classed as a vulnerable child given the multiple diagnoses he has. I would not want him to attend school, but 
I would have thought we would have had further support than the general child 

 The online learning is all over the place with different teachers using different ways of sending out the work. 
It needs to be streamlined 

 Tips for controlling use of Xbox 

 Higher design and manufacture but irrelevant now portfolio not being assessed 

 Feedback from teachers about child’s work? He is doing work on iPad and handing in/emailing but unsure if 
he is doing ok with this? 

 Online learning 

 Speech and language, OT, educational psychology, all the things she still needs, at least they could phone us 

 Learning support assessment for child with long term illness 

 Just guidance on how much is expected and what is relevant 

 Confirmation & clarity from SQA, government, colleges & universities so that the current cohort of S4-S6 
don’t become a forgotten generation disillusioned that they were not able to achieve what they could have 
done without this emergency 

 Maths workbooks 

 Info on how to progress their learning, I can pick and choose bits from all over the place but not sure how to 
develop it over possibly 12 weeks 

 How to support child whose exams have been cancelled. Adjusting to different routine - he is on the 
spectrum 

 Guidance on transition to further education where results are not certain to match expectations/capability 
and entrance interviews have been cancelled 

 My kids need to use my laptop for school work. I can't get any work done 



 Classes over Zoom for those who want to participate 

 How to motivate older kids to knuckle down and get work done. Distractions at home mean they often do 
not want to do anything 

 Help for neuro diverse teens who won't engage in the way neurotypical children do. Yet again, they slip 
through the net because they don't fit the same mould as everyone else 

 Don't have a printer at home, so no way to print out worksheets from the internet... 

 Specific tasks/things that he should be learning at his level 

 I need a break in my day job to support my son. I would feel confident about helping him in nearly all his 
subjects but I just don't have a minute to breathe in trying to keep the business and my team's jobs. I need 
to know my son can get support from elsewhere until I save our livelihood 

 A more joined up approach from his teachers is needed, rather than lots from the more keen teachers 

 I need more specific assurance that what I am doing with my sons is what will help them. Both dyslexic and 
unable to complete some of the work being sent, therefore I'm making it up as we go along 

 My child is going into 4th year. This age group is being ignored. They were just about to move up into their 
chosen subjects but are now in limbo. There needs to be better communication 

 Feel I have enough…a garden would be amazing…so free to just walk outside without the fear of catching 
virus and constant watching what you are touching 

 Like some maths and science activities site for P7, S2 and S3 

 There is loads of info out there to keep younger kids entertained but there is NOTHING for teenagers. It's 
going to be a very long 5 months and their brains will not be ready for the stress of Highers 

 Information from teachers to parents on what they should be learning each week 

 More specific tasks for every subject 

 Such as a topic that they do at school 

 I don't have laptop or pc to work with 

 How to get a teenager out of bed when life looks so bleak and there is nothing to do 
 I would Like to have more contact with my child’s teachers 

 More structured work on each of his subjects, especially ones he wants to take to higher level 

 Would be nice to have paper copies of some tasks as we don’t have a printer and only have one computer so 
only one child can be on it at a time 

 I need more time to focus on my children and not on work. It's a juggling act. I feel confident in teaching my 
children but don't have the time to do so properly 

 School could give more specific and better planned tasks 

 Guidance from teachers for senior pupils, ie not self-study 

 I struggle with French however have just signed up to a 12 month subscription with one third stories 

 More support from school to explain learning through videos, particularly for maths 
 Languages 

 Differentiated literacy materials 

 I’m interested in information about what he should be able to do/what types of numeracy concepts we 
should be making sure we talk about regularly at home 

     

Question 13: Any Other Comments  

 I think my kids’ school did the best they could at such short notice to give out some homework sheets and as 
time goes on there will be more assignments via TEAMS so I’m not worried about my children’s learning at 
all. We are spending quality family time together as that is the only option in these strange times. We have 
to remain positive and take each day as it comes 

 I’m primary teacher so feel I know what to do but if it wasn’t, I’d be pretty stuck 44 No  

 We need more support with employers. How can we work full time and look after children well? I can't be a 
good mum and work a full day. 

 When will schools make a decision on what will happen come August  

 For me it's less about what I need, and more about trying to fit in children and currently working from home. 
It's such a struggle to fit in both work and children, and I honestly feel I'm failing at both, feeling like a 
rubbish employee and poor parent while trying to balance both at home at the same time on my own 

 What I really need is the pressure for home learning to be reduced so I'm not feeling as 
stressed. It's been hugely overwhelming trying to work and have the children to try and support while also 
dealing with the worry of what is going on and worrying about friends and family. The holidays being here 
are such a relief 



 A webinar for parents  

 School are trying really hard to find the right balance between giving enough to keep the 
enthusiastic parents with time on their hands happy, and not overwhelming those of us trying to look after 
children while working full time at home 

 The app our primary school is using is amazing. Daily work set, enough… not too much and 
lots of interaction with the class teacher 

 It would be lovely if the class teachers could manage a video call once a day or a couple of 
times a week to connect with their class and check in on them. And maybe try a group online 
activity or two. I am worried that my able and motivated children will lose out on a crucial time in their 
development and will suffer from the isolation despite my best efforts 

 Very poor support at P2 level. No opportunity to further learning beyond the absolute basic. No contact with 
class teacher 

 I have not heard or spoke to any other mums or parents from school since they broke up on the 20 March. 
I'm feeling isolated and lonely 

 Being kept informed and a connection maintained by school and supporters is essential 

 I’m learning more about my child’s progress compared to others in his class as we are asked to share work 
on Teams, my son struggles with writing and whilst I have asked the teacher for help before and been told 
he is just a bit behind, I can now see that this is restricted the 
enjoyment my child gets from learning (eg he makes choices to write shorter sentences or use easier to spell 
words. Whilst we are at home, I will try to teach him to type, he can dictate his school work to me and I’ve 
bought books to support his motor skills 

 The kids have been basically left to it and it’s not the teacher or schools  

 Just need more time in the day. Our schools have both been great at providing home learning tasks which 
are varied and engaging 

 I have sons in secondary school and find it more difficult to motivate and support their learning 

 The acting head teachers at the primary school have been very supportive and helpful, 
providing tasks for the kids but also where to access other support and food etc. Sumdog, hit 
the button and all of the activities on YouTube have been extremely helpful, particularly PE with Joe Wicks 
and the virtual tours of museums around the world and also earth live lessons  

 I accept that I'm not my child's teacher so we are not getting stressed out about home 
schooling. We have a routine set up which incorporates the completion of teacher tasks and 
other than that we are accepting the situation and feeling grateful for our health 

 I think we all need to remember we are trying to do our best and what is right for us as a family at this time! 

 Would just like to thank my child's nursery for a wonderful job that they are doing given the 
circumstances! 

 The high school could do to send the information to parents and not just the children  

 Both children are thriving not being at school  

 There is too much out there online, as a parent trying to work from home the volume of work from the 
school worries me. As a parent I’m inundated with advice from everyone and 
everywhere I look online. Much of it is contradictory. I am not too concerned as my child is old enough to 
direct herself, with a bit of nudging from her parents. I also appreciate that teachers are facing the very 
daunting task of providing grades to SQA and so I do not want to add to that pressure. Talking to teacher 
friends, I think it is they who need the greatest support 

 The most stressful part of this is juggling our work (my partner is also working from home) with managing 
our children's work. It’s difficult to make sure that everyone is working well and supported while doing 
everything we need to. Also there's pressure on our IT, as we don't have enough laptops/tablets and our 
broadband is being really tested. I'm a bit concerned about the stress on the children from being away from 
their friends for a long time, but trying to get around that using technology 

 The school is going to be doing online work after holidays. We don't have a printer and worried that she will 
miss out if I can’t print things 

 WiFi is overloaded with home-working and remote-learning, so Internet access cannot be guaranteed. LA 
iPads have valuable websites blocked eg YouTube, which are extremely valuable learning tools 

 Learning plans appears to have focussed on S1-S3 instead of senior school     
 Please help everyone but in particular can you lobby to support Peebles High who had the fire and then after 

6 weeks we had no school again! Lobby John Swinney and SQA please 



 I have 2 primary age children at different schools, the child I completed this for has a day of work set by 
school with times for each task and break/lunch times set, it means he can get on with the work and video 
call classmates on WhatsApp to discuss, knowing many will be completing the work at the same time, this 
has worked well for Drama tasks. This child has no daily/weekly interaction with teacher and feels very 
remote from school. No opportunity to ask questions about the work or gain feedback. My other child has 
more Interactive Microsoft office365 and Teams based learning I have found this more complicated and I 
never know what’s expected as it seems to come from lots of different sources, ParentMail, Twitter, grids, 
Teams...I have no idea some days what’s to be done! This child does have daily interaction with teacher and 
online meet ups with classmates and teacher and feels more connected to the class and has the opportunity 
to ask questions. I’m hopeful that after Easter it will be clearer which tasks should be completed. It’s great 
she can upload her work and receive comments from the teacher. It’s also great that the teacher reads to 
the class, to continue the book they were reading at school, and posts this for heather children to watch. 
This child feels very connected to school and still ‘part’ of something 

 If parents are looking for other things to support their children it should be for practical ideas with things 
they have at home to support, nurture and care for their child as normal 

 Maybe some exercise ideas 

 We have been fortunate enough to have iPad from school. However the stress on teaching staff is 
enormous. The isolation for the children is something that we cannot address properly, and illustrates how 
vulnerable we are in general in a society which has cut resources to a minimum, and focussed way too much 
on exams, not recognising the role schools should have in promoting relationships, and time for this eg 
registration classes/break times/clubs etc 

 I am worried about the government not continuing with promise of 1140 hours funded hours from August 
for 3 year olds 

 No information received about places in HUB for youngsters with severe learning disabilities 

 If my children were younger, I'd know what to do or how to help or even where to find help but now, at this 
age and level of education, I am clueless and a bit scared for his future 

 Just my son's higher exams and he's stressed about what happens if he doesn't get As 

 Think teachers doing well given circumstance and my child doing the work with a little help and supervision 
from me…I do worry about others who do not get support and encouragement at home though 

 The school has setup great ways of communicating with the children and continuing with their lessons, they 
just haven’t been using it. I really hope that they do start in the next term. There is absolutely no excuse for 
them not to be at least holding a couple of hours learning a day  

 No. But as I said previously, if we don’t manage to have a proper link with school I am seriously concerned 
for how his transition back to school will go 

 We have her school iPad which you can’t print from with some work on SMHW and some on Teams. Most of 
it needs printed out. Some teachers want work emailed back and some via SMHW. I have a lot of IT 
experience but how others are figuring all of this out is beyond me 

 Lack of clarity from school and local authority about which tasks are important for completing course rather 
as keeping the pupils busy 

 My child is so low about how his final days of high school have ended. No motivation to complete tasks as he 
feels he’s failed exams as they are based on teachers’ input and he failed preliminary. Little momentum for 
future. Glad he’s connected on ps4 with friends but stays on it for far too long – he’s 18 how can I stop him if 
that's his connection with outside? 

 Feel that ensuring my children are healthy in body and mind is more important at the moment than 
anything. My son is only S2 and so keen for there not to be too much in the way of set work from school on 
iPad- some is good and feedback would be helpful. Juggling work and kids is a challenge for many parents at 
the moment so prioritising happy kids 

 School doing well to try to help 

 We don’t live in an area of disadvantage. But I think if we did, the services would have been in touch with my 
kids (both of whom have disabilities and are on staged intervention). It's not their fault their mum is middle 
class 

 I think it's a disgrace that a child with a disability is left to sink or swim. I have contacted the school several 
times and just been robbed off with more and more web links 

 As a primary 7 child will be moving into High School it would be a good idea to know what is relevant in 
getting them prepared and ready. Is all of the home learning that they have been given - will it be marked?  
Will it be looked at? How much work should we be doing? 

 There is nothing to support parents’ welfare 



 I could do with some support on how maths in particular is being taught in schools. It’s very different to 
when I was in school 

 Our school, Clyde Primary, have been great, with class teachers and senior staff leaving comments and 
messages on work my kids have done, gives the kids a boost and keeps them connected with the teachers 
they love and miss 

 I can’t thank the school enough, they have far exceeded any expectation. There is support at all times via 
social media during school hours, and email outwith for anyone who needs it which is very reassuring 

 Some days my child has no work to do. I think they should have at least something 

 Thanks for being there to provide a listening ear and much needed guidance and support 

 Just wanting my daughter to focus well with her homework - she’s says she’s doing it but she’s not showing 
me it .I have explained to her if you do t do homework you just go back a year or get moved down a class 
that is my worry. Also when she goes back, will she cope with all the school work as home is not like school? 

 We don’t have a printer at home so it’s tricky to produce resources from the internet 

 It's an awful situation but we just have to deal with it. Schools are doing their best but distant learning is 
hard when no one is really set up for it. Plus the stress on everyone is unreal 

 It’s hard to teach more than one child at a time whilst maintain sterile home, work and looking after very 
young siblings. I think it’s important to say that parents are expected to teach their children, nor provide 
‘home school’ but to keep children happy and healthy. If it can be educational great but quite honestly if it 
happens great, if not, not a big problem! 

 As a keyworker, I was offered a place for my child at a local hub. Frustratingly I have been unable to access 
this as my working hours do not allow me to drop off and collect as required 

 None 

 I'm a teacher & my daughter is finishing her Nat 5 year & she's a bright girl who's been getting good results 
until now. We're very lucky 

 A bit more guidance on expected learning outcomes for pre-school year at nursery 
 My child is accessing school work through Teams, which seems to be working well. I am not getting much 

direct information as a parent, but I understand that in secondary the school want to go directly to the pupils 

 My child is accessing school work through Teams, which seems to be working well. I am not getting much 
direct information as a parent, but I understand that in secondary the school want to go directly to the pupils 

 Just to be updated that SQA are sending out very clear assessment guidance to teachers so that it is 
consistent. I am a primary teacher myself so know the need for consistency is vital just now, but especially 
for exam children 

 No, but I would like the opportunity for reassurance and to discuss subjects which I have not focused on 

 Better communication needed for the different year groups. There has been loads re primary school but that 
is of less concern than High school age child (14). HS and LEA need to be proactive and make sure there is a 
timetable of sorts for kids to follow. They need structure especially when everything else is uncertain 

 There is enough support from school.. it's just a difficult time for all. Maybe having a planned session for 
complete fun programmes in to a school day at home! 

 Please help our teenagers. They can't see their friends, they have no exams, there is no school work. They 
cannot spend the next 5 months watching YouTube! 

 Going forward I think it would be helpful to have a weekly email or similar from the school - maybe like a 
newsletter with information on what is being done to support the children's education and what is expected 
of parents 

 Secondary provision in XXX is excellent. Primary is a disgrace - they have been left high and dry 

 XXX Primary are doing an outstanding job! 
 Information from teachers on what they should be learning each week for each subject. More teaching 

provided rather than just homework type assignments set. Could lessons be videoed and then sent to the 
children? I am confident enough to teach my children but am working! 

 Schools need to understand we aren’t teachers and some of us also have to work from home as well 

 Please don't assume parents are 'off work' and have time to spend on teaching their child. In our house, 
both parents are still working, although from home 

 There is so much support and information, but not much understanding of just how home educating can be 
such pressure that it makes life unbearable for some of us 

 Yes I’m not sure how to support my daughter with higher work now. It’s beyond my understanding and as I 
have said previously I am a single parent and I am working on front line 12 hour days 

 Would be handy if someone was able to collate all the links and live streams and info all into one document 
for a week at time so that we could choose rather than just be bombarded 



 I would like more contact with teachers 

 Mental health support resources 

 I feel completely unsupported at this time 

 Thank you 

 No, but this will change as time goes on. It's early days 
 It's difficult for families who maybe only have 1 computer at home but more than 1 child or a parent is also 

needing the computer to work at home. I have managed to find a lot of things to do online. However I don't 
them in front of a screen all day 

 As previously stated I'm really impressed with the resources that have been put in place and how hard my 
son's teachers are working to support them. I think it would be useful to understand the expectations that 
they have for how much of the work we should be getting through - it's so hard juggling working from home 
and our son's learning, whilst also trying to make sure he is supported from a mental health perspective. 
Perhaps a phone call from the teacher just to check in would be great - it would be nice to make sure that 
they are coping ok with all of this upheaval too 

 Books and textbooks would be useful or access to ebook versions that I can print as required 
 The ideal type of support would be some form of childcare that would provide a support for my daughter’s 

home learning and enable me to do my own work! 

 Amazed at how well people are all coming together. My daughter is 5 and going to start Primary one in Aug - 
she really is not understanding this whole thing but keeping her busy and talking to friends and family on 
face time. Keeping safe thank you x 

 More help for transition would be helpful 

 It’s such a difficult situation but I feel the school, the parent council and social media are all bombarding lots 
of information and it’s too much pressure 

 Easy to support younger children, biggest concern by far is senior pupils (S5-6). S4 not so much 

 The children are not likely to be back in school till after the summer holidays, they will have missed so much 
schoolwork especially children with special needs who will also miss out on important transitions like going 
to high school moving to a new class or having a new teacher etc. Ideal that all children should be able to 
restart the year they were in with the same teacher and put a hold on all nursery transitions to p1 and p7 to 
high-school 

 I couldn’t ask for more from our teachers 

 I understand this is an exceptionally challenging situation for schools and teachers and I feel they have made 
a good start supporting learning at home. I have already made the suggestion of explaining learning 
concepts to children via a short video and hope they can incorporate this in the future 

 School teachers are using seesaw and they are always at the end of a message 

 Teachers and school have been incredible thanks 
 Feel the we are all trying our best in this very trying situation School are very supportive and are doing their 

best in this situation 

 We live in a small flat and I worry about exercising. We also have neighbours below so very conscious about 
making noise too 

 Learning milestones and info from experiences EY pedagogues would be very welcome, even though I know 
not to worry too much about whether my son can do things that other children can’t, still it would be a guide 
so I know I’m covering things. We’re lucky that we’ve always read to him even before he was born and his 
language skills are fantastic.  

 Being bombarded with links when feeling overwhelmed does not help.  It just feels like another example of 
what I’m not doing 

 


